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Financial highlights
Third quarter 2022 key results

116% Y/Y Growth 

Customers +$50K ARR

1,323

NON-GAAP

Operating margin

(2%)

NON-GAAP

Gross margin

89%

Net dollar retention rate for all customers

>120%
>135% for customers with 10+ users

NON-GAAP

ADJ. FCF margin

10%

65% Y/Y Growth

Revenue

$136.9M

Financial outlook

47% - 49% Y/Y Growth

Revenue

$140M - $142M

(15%) - (14%) Margin

Non-GAAP operating income (loss)

($22M) - ($20M)

65% - 66% Y/Y Growth

Revenue

$509M - $511M

Non-GAAP operating income (loss)

($83M) - ($81M)
~(16%) Margin

Q4 FY 2022 FY 2022
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Fellow shareholders,


We recently wrapped up Elevate 2022, our annual online conference with over 97,000 registrants, 

and the energy is palpable. The conference reflected an entire year of insights we gathered to 

help customers get the most out of their organizations’ time, technology, and resources.


On that note, we are pleased to say that Q3 was another terrific quarter for monday.com. We 

posted strong growth with enterprise customers, saw continued momentum in our new Work OS 

product suite with monday CRM exceeding expectations, scaled our global workforce and 

operations, and did it all while generating positive adjusted free cash flow. We ended the quarter 

with revenue of $136.9 million, reflecting growth of 65% year-over-year, and adjusted free cash 

flow (FCF) of $14.0 million, representing a 10% adjusted FCF margin. 


 



 



From the CEOs

We are closely monitoring the uncertainties in the 

macro environment and the impact it's having on 

our customers and our business. We currently see 

two primary headwinds. First, we continue to see 

pockets of stress in our customer base, particularly 

in Europe, with some indications of softness 

spreading to other regions. Second, since we have 

a large presence of business outside the United 

States, the strong U.S. dollar has negatively 

impacted reported results and represents a 

headwind to revenue growth.

Despite these uncertainties, new customer 

demand remained solid, and acquisition efficiency 

improved in Q3. While others are pulling back, we 

continue to see opportunities to invest for growth 

and gain market share. With our in-house 

business intelligence tool, BigBrain, we can track 

every marketing campaign in detail, allowing us to 

easily adapt to changes in the business 

environment. 

Reported

Q1’22

84%

85%

75%

77%

65%

68%

Q2’22 Q3’22

FX-adjusted

Year-over-year revenue growth
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Monthly performance marketing

Jan-22 Feb-22 Mar-22 Apr-22 May-22 Jun-22 Jul-22 Aug-22 Sep-22

Account signups (cumulative) Cost per signup

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyIq9Wiv_J0&t=1s
https://monday.com/elevate


Looking ahead, we remain committed to balancing healthy growth in the business 

while staying focused on improving efficiency and profitability. We have an 

abundance of great opportunities, and we'll continue to drive our decisions with an 

eye on long-term, sustainable success.



Now it’s on to Q4 to close out an amazing year. We look forward to talking with many 

of you and answering your questions during our third quarter earnings call or at one 

of our upcoming live events. 	


				


Best,


Roy and Eran
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Large accounts leading 
our rapid growth 


116% YoY growth in enterprise customers


Our strong revenue growth this 

quarter continues to be led by 

enterprise customers. We finished the 

third quarter with 1,323 enterprise 

customers, a 116% year-over-year 

increase.




 






We delivered several key updates during the quarter that are tailored to the needs of enterprise-

level customers. We continue to invest heavily in the overall performance of the Work OS 

platform, giving customers the ability to scale their workflows with larger boards and databases 

to enable bigger teams. 
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Q1’20 Q2'20 Q3'20 Q4'20 Q1'21 Q2'21 Q3'21 Q4'21 Q1'22 Q2'22 Q3'22

105
144

185
264

335

470

613

793

960

1,160

1,323Customers with more than $50K ARR

with Salesforce and Jira

Significantly improved 
strategic integrations

with an amazing 99.8% 

crash free rate

Improved mobile 
experience 

Enhanced board 
load times by 25%

Work OS platform enhancements 
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As we add more enterprise features and functionality to our products and build out 

our direct sales organization, we continue to land larger and expand more with 

enterprise customers. As of the third quarter, customers with 10+ users now represent 

76% of Annual Recurring Revenue (“ARR”), up from 70% a year ago. Customers with 

more than $50k in ARR now represent 26% of ARR, up from 18% a year ago.



ARR % from customers with >$50K ARR


18%

Q3’21 Q4’21 Q1’22 Q2’22 Q3’22

20%
22%

24%
26%

70%

Q3’21 Q4’21 Q1’22 Q2’22 Q3’22

72%
73%

75%
76%

ARR % from customers with 10+ users


Additionally, we continue to improve our enterprise-grade security, compliance, and 

administrative controls. This quarter, we were excited to release new capabilities around role-

based access control permissions, giving enterprise-level clients even more granular control 

within their accounts. Customers can now define custom permissions according to job title, 

department, or any other category they need. 
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Customer Spotlight



Growing 

partner 

ecosystem
515

new referral 

partners in Q3

55

monetized apps in 

the marketplace

186

marketplace 

apps 

190

active channel 

partners

Our partner solutions help us tailor the Work OS to niche use cases using their industry 

expertise. In Q3, we packaged all the leading solutions into a partner solutions catalog, 

allowing current and prospective customers to easily navigate all of our solutions in one spot. 

https://monday.com/p/find-a-partner/solutions/
https://dapulse-res.cloudinary.com/video/upload/q_auto,f_auto,cs_copy/remote_mondaycom_static/video/video-library/Nasdaq-_Finalized_Version-_with_subtitles.mp4


New Work OS product 
suite represents a 
huge opportunity

Our journey from one product to a multi-product 

company continues to show much promise. In Q1, we 

launched our new end-to-end vertical products built on 

top of the monday.com Work OS platform — including 

monday sales CRM, monday projects, monday dev, and 

monday marketer. These new Work OS products have 

only been made available to new customers and include 

the existing monday work management product. 


In just five months since their launch, we have seen over 

3,000 new customers adopt at least one of our new Work 

OS products. We are extremely encouraged by the 

adoption that we are seeing in these early stages and 

excited about the upcoming rollout to our existing 

customer base in the near future. 
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new paying accounts 

using Work OS products


3,000+

https://monday.com/crm
https://monday.com/project-management
https://monday.com/dev
https://monday.com/marketing
https://monday.com/work-management


We have experienced an astonishing rate of 

adoption of our monday sales CRM product, 

consisting of over half of the new Work OS product 

sign ups. monday sales CRM is already rated as one 

of the best CRMs on the market according to G2, 

reflecting how much customers love its ease of use, 

flexibility, and scalability. And we continue to focus 

on making our sales CRM even better. 



In the past quarter, for example, we introduced the 

Funnel widget, a new reporting capability for sales 

dashboards. This allows users to view the conversion 

funnel of all deals stage-by-stage to easily identify 

drops in the sales process, and is fully customizable. 

The widget allows the information to be viewed 

across the whole team or per team member. We 

also introduced a new layout specifally for CRM 

items, making all the information around a work 

item (leads, opportunities, contacts) much more 

accessible. 
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Deals

Main table Kanban Forecast Integrate +2 Automate / 10

Pipeline

Twister Sports

Ridge Software

Bluemart

Yelloworks

Owner Contacts

Madison Doyle

Phoenix Levy

Leilani Krause

Amanda Smith

Status

Proposal

Negotiation

Negotiation

Priority

High

Mid

Low

High

Est. deal

$7,500

$10,000

$5,500

$15,200

Closed won

Sheleg Industries

Zift Records

Waissman Gallery

SFF Cruise

Owner Contacts

Jamal Ayers

Paloma hghgh

Naama Gros

Hannah Gluck

Status

Done

Done

Done

Done

Close probability

100%

100%

100%

100%

Est. deal

$24,000

$4,000

$18,100

$5,800

Stage

Won

Won

Won

Won

Stage

Qualified

Proposal

Negotiation

Negotiation

monday sales CRM

https://www.g2.com/products/monday-sales-crm/reviews
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzCXCjdb7s4


Project Romeo

Main table Gantt Kanban Integrate +2 Automate / 7

Phase A

High-level requirements

Success criteria

Risks assessment

End phase

Phase B

Requirements

Budget

Marketing plan

Team presentation

Phase C

Review full site

Finalize

Review full site

Finalize  

Requirements

Budget

Marketing plan

Team presentation

High-level requirements

Success criteria

Risks assessment

End phase

Portfolio overview
Boards / 3 Add widget

Upcoming projects

Alpha

Juliet

Dynamo

Program

Program X

Program Y

Actual effort

0 hours

110 hours

Allocated budget

$300,000

$300,000

PM Project type

Strategic

Strategic

Active projects

Romeo

Surge

Dolphin

Hotel

Status

Program Y

Program X

Program X

Program Y

Actual effort

917 hours

264 hours

50 hours

80 hours

Allocated budget

$650,000

$350,000

$400,000

$400,000

PM Project type

Development

Strategic

Technical

Technical

Top 50
Project Managment Products

BEST SOFTWARE AWARDS

Project management remains one of our top 

customer use cases. That’s why we were thrilled to 

see monday.com’s placement as a Leader in this 

year’s Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for Adaptive Project 

Management and Reporting. Not only that, but 

monday.com is the #1 product for Project 

Management according to G2. 



But we’re not stopping there. With the introduction of 

monday projects, we’re taking project and portfolio 

management to the next level. monday projects 

provides project management offices (PMOs) with 

everything they need to strategize, execute, and 

collaborate — from standalone projects to complex 

portfolio management. Teams can now pull data 

from different programs into one high-level view, and 

instantly connect budgets, costs, timelines, risks, and 

progress to identify bottlenecks and trends.






A Leader.

2022 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™  
for Adaptive Project 

Management and Reporting

Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or 
service depicted in its research publications and 
does not advise technology users to select only 
those vendors with the highest ratings or other 
designation. Gartner research publications 
consist of the opinions of Gartner's research 
organization and should not be construed as 
statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all 
warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to 
this research, including any warranties of 
merchantability or fitness for a particular 
purpose. GARTNER and Magic Quadrant are 
registered trademarks and service mark of 
Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and 
internationally and are used herein with 
permission. All rights reserved. This graphic was 
published by Gartner, Inc. as part of a larger 
research document and should be evaluated in 
the context of the entire document. The Gartner 
document is available upon request from 
monday.com.



The Gartner content described herein, (the 
"Gartner Content") represent(s) research opinion 
or viewpoints published, as part of a syndicated 
subscription service, by Gartner, Inc. ("Gartner"), 
and are not representations of fact. Gartner 
Content speaks as of its original publication date 
(and not as of the date of this Quarterly 
Shareholder Letter) and the opinions expressed in 
the Gartner Content are subject to change 
without notice.


https://monday.com/lp/gartner-magic-quadrant/
https://monday.com/lp/gartner-magic-quadrant/
https://www.g2.com/categories/project-management?tab=highest_rated
https://www.g2.com/categories/project-management?tab=highest_rated


Rethinking the future of 
work at Elevate 2022


Earlier this month, over 97,000 registrants from around 

the world came together for our annual online 

conference, Elevate. You can view all of The Elevate 

Show 2022 virtual sessions here.


Live-streamed in a talk show format, The Elevate Show 

2022 included insights to improve workflows, maximize 

work resources, and leverage monday.com products 

and solutions for any business's unique needs. We 

heard from leading customers and monday.com 

experts, as well as keynote speaker Robin Sharma, a 

leadership expert and best-selling author. 


In addition to our virtual conference, we are hosting 

additional invite-only events for industry leaders in 

NYC, London, and Sydney in November. We are 

extremely excited to meet many of our customers and 

partners in person over the next month.




97,000+ 

registrants

174

countries

26

sessions
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https://www.elevate-monday.com/


Planting a 
greener future


As part of our ongoing commitment to sustainability, 

for this year’s Elevate conference we opted to plant one 

tree in honor of every registrant in place of sending 

physical gifts. But we realized that our impact could 

extend way beyond Elevate, so we’re expanding this 

initiative to plant 265,000 trees across four different 

forests in Southeast Africa over the next 18 months. 

These forests will span 206 acres of land - the 

equivalent of ~156 US football fields - and will sequester 

~85 kgCO2 per tree over a 40-year lifetime. This effort 

will also help promote biodiversity and empower each 

region’s communities.


We were also recently named to Fast Company’s  

Brands That Matter list, which recognized Digital Lift, our 

social impact initiative, for its incredible work 

supporting NGOs operating refugee camps on the 

Poland-Ukraine border. We are deeply proud of the 

positive impact our Emergency Response Team is 

driving around the world by making our platform 

accessible to the communities that need it most.


You can learn more about our sustainability and social 

impact efforts by reading our inaugural ESG report. 
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265,000

Trees

206

acres of land

~85 kg

CO2 sequestered per tree

https://monday.com/p/esg/greener-future/
https://www.fastcompany.com/brands-that-matter/list
https://digital-lift.org/
https://monday.com/p/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/monday-ESG-Report-Final.pdf


Expanding our 
global footprint 

Such strong, consistent innovation and growth 

wouldn't be possible without our amazing team. As of 

the third quarter, we have over 1,550 employees 

around the world – a milestone we could scarcely 

imagine when we started the company 10 years ago. 

Our colleagues inspire us every day with their energy, 

motivation, and ability to deliver great products. 


We continue to invest in our people with new offices 

in New York City, Chicago, Miami, and Tokyo. The New 

York City office, which triples our footprint in the city, 

now serves as our North American headquarters, and 

we had the privilege of having Mayor Eric Adams cut 

the ribbon to officially introduce our team to the 

space at the office’s grand opening in September.  


We are so excited to welcome our employees back to 

spaces that will invite even more collaboration and 

community for our teams, while also continuing to 

provide the flexibility they need to be successful. 

These offices signify not only where we are right now, 

but where we are going in the future. 



New offices in 
NYC, Chicago, 
Miami, and Tokyo  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Chicago


New York

Miami

São 
Paulo

Tel Aviv

London
Warsaw

Sydney

Singapore

Tokyo
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Financial highlights Eliran Glazer


CFO

We continue to deliver strong growth driven by customers increasingly adopting the 

broader monday.com Work OS and our product suite across their organizations. We 

saw continued operating margin improvement during the quarter, stemming from 

our platform-based, land-and-expand strategy and operational efficiencies.



Third quarter fiscal year 2022

A reconciliation of GAAP to non-GAAP measures is provided below.

(U.S. dollars in millions)
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Total revenue

Net dollar retention rate

Coming off historical highs, our net dollar retention rate (NDR) declined slightly in the third 

quarter, negatively impacted by a strong U.S. dollar and our increasing ability to land 

larger initial deals. We continue to show healthy expansion within our existing customer 

base. As a reminder, our NDR is a trailing four-quarter, weighted average calculation.


NDR for all customers

>115% >120% >125% >125%

Q3’22Q3’21 Q4’21 Q1’22 Q2’22

>120%

NDR for customers with 10+ users

Q3’21 Q4’21 Q1’21 Q2’22 Q3’22

>130%
>135% >135% >135%>135%

NDR for customers with more than $50K ARR

>145%

>150% >150%
>145%

Q3’21 Q4’21 Q1’22 Q2’22 Q3’22

>150%

Revenue by 
geography


Middle East & Africa

Europe

North America

Latin America

Asia-Pacific 53%

26%

6%

9%

5%

53%

26%

6%

9%

6%

53%

26%

6%

10%

6%

53%

26%

6%

9%

6%

54%

25%

6%

9%

6%

Q3’21 Q4’21 Q1’22 Q2’22 Q3’22

Total revenue came in at $136.9 

million in the third quarter, up 

65% from a year ago. Excluding 

the impact of foreign exchange 

(FX), revenue grew 68% year-

over-year. 

Year-over-year revenue growth

$32M
$36M

$43M
$50M

$59M

$71M

$83M

$108M

$96M

$124M

$137M

Q1’20 Q2’20 Q3’20 Q4’20 Q1’21 Q2’21 Q3’21 Q4’21 Q1’22 Q2’22 Q3’22
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11%

17%

73%

12%

16%

73%

11%

18%

100%

12%

19%

70%

11%

19%

60%

(11%) (10%)
(12%)

(2%)

G&A as % of revenue

Operating margin

R&D as % of revenue

S&M as % of revenue

% of revenue

Q3’21 Q4’21 Q1’21 Q2’22 Q3’22

Research and development expense was 

$26.3 million, or 19% of revenue, compared 

to 17% in the year ago quarter.  We will 

continue to invest significantly in R&D 

throughout the remainder of the year as 

we build out our product suite and scale 

our Work OS platform both horizontally and 

vertically. 


Sales and marketing expense was $82.4 

million, or 60% of revenue, compared to 

73% in the year ago quarter. We anticipate 

sales and marketing expense as a 

percentage of revenue to be in the mid to 

high 60% range in Q4.


G&A expense was $15.2 million, or 11% of 

revenue, compared to 11% in the year ago 

quarter. Operating loss was $2.2 million, 

and operating margin was negative 2%. 


Net income was $2.6 million. Diluted net 

income per share was $0.05, based on 50.3 

million fully diluted shares outstanding

Margin and 
operating expenses
(NON-GAAP)

Total employee headcount was 1,552, an 

increase of 63 employees since Q2’22. 

We continue to execute on our hiring 

playbook that we laid out at the 

beginning of the year, with elevated 

hiring in the first half and a much slower 

rate in the second half. We anticipate 

that this current level of hiring will be 

consistent moving forward. 

Headcount
Total headcount

Q1’21 Q2’21 Q3’21 Q4’21 Q1’22 Q2’22 Q3’22

799
876

947
1,064

1,284

1,489
1,552

(40%)
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Cash and cash equivalents increased to 

$852.6 million at the end of Q3’22, up from 

$834.6 million at the end of Q2’22. 


Balance sheet

Adjusted free cash flow for Q3’22 was $14.0 million and adjusted free cash flow 

margin, as defined as adjusted free cash flow as a percentage of revenue, was 10%. 

Cash flow benefited from $7.0 million in financial income in the quarter. Adjusted 

free cash flow is defined as net cash from operating activities, less cash used for 

property and equipment and capitalized software costs, excluding non-recurring 

items.


Our goal remains to have sustainable positive adjusted free cash flow by the 

second half of FY23. We expect to experience episodic positive adjusted free cash 

flow over the next few quarters, primarily due to the seasonality of cash inflows and 

outflows. 


(NON-GAAP)

Adjusted free cash flow

With monday work management, ownership is integrated 

into the platform so people and teams are more 

responsible, accountable, and connected. 

Creating a culture of

ownership

Cash and cash equivalents

$852.6M
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For the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2022, we expect our revenue to be in the range of 

$140 million to $142 million, representing growth of 47% to 49% year-over-year. We 

expect a non-GAAP operating loss of $22 million to $20 million and a negative 

operating margin of 15% to 14%. 


For the full year 2022, we now expect revenue to be in the range of $509 million to $511 

million, representing growth of 65% to 66% year-over-year. We expect a full year non-

GAAP operating loss of $83 million to $81 million and a negative operating margin of 

approximately 16%. 


With the recent strengthening of the US dollar, we estimate that at the current spot rate, 

FX will negatively impact our full year revenue growth estimates by approximately 300 

basis points.


Given the concerns about the macro economy and the market, we have provided what 

we believe to be achievable forward-looking guidance. Please note that we will 

introduce guidance for the full year 2023 in our fourth quarter earnings.


Revenue $140-$142 million $509-$511 million

Q4 FY 2022 FY 2022

Y/Y growth % 47%-49% 65%-66%

Non-GAAP operating income (loss) ($22)-($20) million ($83)-($81) million

Margin % (15%)-(14%) ~(16%)

Financial guidance
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MONDAY.COM LTD 

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS


(U.S. dollars in thousands, except share and per share data)
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MONDAY.COM LTD 

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

(U.S. dollars in thousands)
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monday.com ltd 

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

(U.S. dollars in thousands)
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MONDAY.COM LTD 

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS (Cont.)


(U.S. dollars in thousands)
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MONDAY.COM LTD 

Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP Financial Information 


�(U.S. dollars in thousands)
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MONDAY.COM LTD 

Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP Financial Information (Cont.)


(U.S. dollars in thousands, except share and per share data)

(1) The tax benefits generated from the exercise of the disqualifying disposition of incentive share options were excluded in calculating its non-GAAP net income (loss) and 

non-GAAP basic and diluted net loss per share. The Company believes that excluding these tax benefits enables investors to see the full effect that excluding share-based 

compensation expenses had on the operating results.


(2) Assumes ordinary shares outstanding after accounting for the issuance of 5,037,742 ordinary shares associated with our initial public offering and concurrent private 

placement at the beginning of the  nine-month period ending on September 30, 2021, instead of the IPO closing date, June 10, 2021.


(3) Assumes ordinary shares outstanding after accounting for the automatic conversion of the preferred shares then outstanding into ordinary shares at the beginning of the 

fiscal year.


(4) The effect of these dilutive shares were not included in the GAAP calculation of diluted net loss per share for the nine months ended September 30, 2022 and three and nine 

months ended September 30, 2021, because the effect would have been anti-dilutive.  
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MONDAY.COM LTD

Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP Financial Information (Cont.)


The following table reconciles GAAP revenue to the non–GAAP measure of FX-adjusted year-

over-year revenue growth rates, which excludes the impact of changes in foreign currency 

exchange rates. The company believes FX-adjusted growth rates provide a useful framework 

for assessing our business performance excluding the effects of foreign currency exchange 

rate fluctuations. The impact of foreign currency is determined by calculating the current year 

result using foreign exchange rates consistent with the prior year:
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MONDAY.COM LTD �

Reconciliation of net cash provided by (used in) operating activities 

to adjusted free cash flow


(U.S. dollars In thousands)
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old a public webcast a 8:30 a.m. ET today to discuss the results for its third quarter 

outlook. The live call m y also be accessed via telephone at (855) 979-6654 or +1 

tside the U.S.). Please r ference conference ID: 668622. An archived webcast can be 

 News & Events section f monday.com’s Investor Relations website following the call.
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Work OS is an open pla orm that democratizes the power of software so organizations 

rk management tools nd software applications to fit their every need. The platform 

 people to processes d systems, empowering teams to excel in every aspect of 

ating an environment f transparency in business. monday.com has teams in Tel Aviv, 

hicago, London, Warsa , Sydney, São Paulo, Singapore, and Tokyo. The platform is fully 

it any business vertica nd is currently used by over 152,000 customers across over 

er 200 countries and t ritories.
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https://events.q4inc.com/attendee/466562152
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mondaydotcom/mycompany/
https://twitter.com/mondaydotcom
https://www.instagram.com/mondaydotcom/
https://www.facebook.com/mondaydotcom



